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From the desk of the director:
“Without Freedom of Thought, There Is No Freedom of Speech”
-quote, Rima Laibow, MD.

A Treatise on the final American Era and new World Order marked by loss of personal and national
consciousness By Eileen Dannemann, director, NCOW
The Power of Belief
(First Era) Pre the World Wars I & II As little as 60-85 years ago the consciousness of the nation was such
that no one actually believed that women could work. In this first era, women had 5, 7, 9 children, stayed at
home, and took care of school and community. The husband, dear dad, was the sole earner, making
enough money to provide the goods and services for his entire family...or not. Advertisements soon came,
geared toward “the little homemaker”. Images of “mother at home” wearing I love Lucy taffeta dresses
replete with a bright yellow and white apron, wondering what appliance to buy, was filling the advertiser’s
coffers and burning a vision of Pleasantville into the minds of Americans.
(Second Era) Post World Wars to Vietnam
With second era came a new belief: Women could work; women were just as smart as men and
must rightfully take their place in the job force instead of being relegated to the home. Hence-- the feminist
revolution strategically orchestrated by public relations firms, books, marketing and advertisements.
Having successfully replaced the field soldiers in the factories during the world wars, women were
now postured for a sweeping socio/political change. Aprons gave way to typewriters. Government and
industry colluded on marketing schemes to make women feel inadequate if they chose to stay home with the
kids. Campaigns abounded that would denigrate a woman if she wore a homemade dress instead of a fancy
"store bought" one; editorials and public relations rhetoric emerged to convince women that they were "just
as smart as men”. Universities struggled with acceptance; and real men yielded some lower space at the
work place to women as long as they wore high heels and stockings with their business suits. Thus came
the devaluation of home economics. Then...the kicker: Credit cards and easy debt. All this is recounted in
Jeremy Rifkin's book "End of Work".
This Second Era heralded the end of women staying at home. Attache in hand, women are left
holding the bag. Now, with both parents working, no one is taking care of the kids, the school or the
community. Instead, children are institutionalized in what is no more than a glorified daytime orphanage.
"Quality time” became the mantra of the feminist era.
(Third Era) Vietnam to Iraq War Love Child to drugged Child:
The second era cycle was virtually completed in less than 30 years. The Third era, we can say,
started circa the 60's with LSD patented by Eli Lilly, the Prozac and Zoloft manufacturer in 1956. From the
60's to the present time we have, in as little as 45 years, established a solid drug culture with the help of
the *Bayh-Dole Act”. The Bayh-Dole Act is a Congressional act in the 80s that gave Universities and their
researchers a huge financial incentive to develop and market drugs. The Act gave the Universities full patent
rights for drugs developed with Federal funds. Thus Universities all over the nation morphed from
educational facilities into Big Pharma, Agribusiness, Biotech research developers leasing their findings to
the pharmaceutical companies waiting in the wings who then took the incestuous University credentialed
research through the FDA approval process. Adding to this evolving neptunian nightmare, in the 1990s until
the present time vaccine manufacturers via the Centers for Disease control injected as many as 22 toxicmercury filled vaccines directly into the blood stream of our nation's children
Between the ages of 12 hours and 2 years old, this toxic shock was leveled on our nation via the
mandatory children's vaccine schedule. This atrocious childhood immunization protocol is now irrefutably
linked by independent researchers as the major cause of the generational epidemic of Autism, ADD, ADHD,

inability to focus/cope and personality disorders. It is officially reported by the CDC that 1 out of 166 children
in America have neurological disorders. Although the CDC adamantly denies that mercury injected directly
into an infant’s bloodstream 22 times is a problem, they are slowly removing the offending substance from
the vaccines. By 2008 due to the valiant efforts of parents and independent ethical researchers mercury
may be removed from childhood vaccines in the United States. But what of the World Health Organization?
Rather than identifying the source of this generational wave of "apparent" mental illness,
highlighting the use of mercury in vaccines, aspartame, agrichemicals, fluoride, and inadequate nutrition,
the mental health industry, insurance providers like Kaiser Permanente and Medicaid programs promote
sketchily approved, degenerative medications to control hyperactive, depressed or disoriented children and
their overwhelmed, overworked parents. Costly, dangerous, ineffective yet commonly advertised
prescriptive drugs such as Paxil, Prozac, Zoloft, Ritalin, Wellbutin, Effexor, promising a day in the sunshine,
now linked with suicidal and homicidal ideation and increased depression, are filling deep pockets while our
national brain function degenerates into a collective mush.
And as if the relentless university born, FDA approved, media broadcasting of “legal” mind altering
drugs is not enough, the most arrogant direct marketing scheme of them all is already on the radar: Teen
Screen and the New Freedom Commission program, a presidential executive order passed by our Congress
this year is funding the screening of all American children and pregnant women for mental illness…that
is…Congress has given a green flag to big Pharma and big brother mental health agencies such as Human
Health Services to use public schools as a marketing tool for the drug industry. If the plan was to forgo our
democratic principles, armchair quarterback the government, having taken no demonstrable action to derail
this train; while agency administrators self-blinded to their innate principles, hold onto their unprincipled jobs,
then we are perfectly on track, herded like dumb drugged sheep, heading into an Orwellian One World
Order.
A Solution to Prescription Drug Advertisements:
Once upon a time there was just the town Doc and penicillin. Now physicians are genuinely
overwhelmed with the vast array of drugs that the universities and drug industry have developed.
Physicians receive their “continuing education” from two major sources: Pharmaceutical sales reps and
patients. Patients are recommending drugs to their Doctors rather than the other way around. It is the power
of bigger buck advertising that popularizes a drug rather than its appropriateness uncovered through
credible physician education and a time honored patient/physician relationship. I think President Bush has
given us a clue on how to handle this problem. The President corrals public citizens behind barricades into
what is known as “free speech zones”. I suggest the corralling of drug advertisements into a subscription
based professional educational network so that Physicians can get educated without the influence of their
patients: The Physician’s Pharmaceutical Network (PPN) and trade magazines. This would have a
secondary benefit as well. It would lift the pharmaceutical pressure from journalism and allow for
independent, unfettered reporting of adverse effects of pharmaceutical products that were once client
sensitive. Speak of free speech! Imagine free speech returning to journalism. I ask all deep thinkers, and
communication specialists who have protected Big Pharma’s interests on the basis of the principle, freedom
of speech, to contemplate this: “Without freedom of thought, there is no freedom of speech”.

Eileen Dannemann
Director, NCOW
*http://www.fortune.com/fortune/fortune75/articles/0,15114,1101810-2,00.html
The Law of Unintended Consequences: Bayh-Dole Act

